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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  An _______model is a formidable task, because of the functional complexity of physiological 

systems           [ ] 
A) ideal     B) volterra        C) practical  D) weiner 

 
2.  The ______model is obtained mathematical expression using input, output data and other data about 

system            [ ] 
A) nonparametric B) parametric   C) mathematical  D) volterra 

 
3.  The model ______is generally more challenging and the critical step to successful modelling. It u
 tilizes all prior knowledge and information regarding the system under study  [ ] 

A) unspecified task B) specification task C)  mathematical  D)convolution 
 
4.  The model estimation task employs _______methods suitable for the specific characteristics 
             [ ] 

A) inconsistent  B) consistent C) mathematical  D) estimation 
 
5.  The equivalent nonparametric model for the Riccati equation corresponds to an ________order 

Volterra series.          [ ] 
A) infinite B) finite  C) tenth  D) second 

 
6.  Glucose–Insulin Minimal Model is a good  example of a ________model for this nonlinear dynamic 

interrelationship          [ ] 
A) weiner B) nonparametric C) kernel  D) parametric 

 
7.  The degree of the best _______fit determines the nonlinear order of the required volterra model 

provided the diagonal kernel values are not zero      [ ] 
A)  diagonal  B) binomial  C) polynomial  D) trigonometric 

 
8.  The _______of the first order and second order volterra kernels can be made either in  the time 

domain or in frequency domain        [ ] 
A) interpretation  B) data  C) parameter   D) input 

 
9.  _______feedback is an essential functional component of many physiological systems used to 

achieve hemostatsis through auto regulation       [ ] 
A) linear  B) static  C) Nonlinear  D) dynamic 

 
10.  In the linear dynamic system the discrete time  parametric model takes the form of an _______model 
             [ ] 

A) NARMAX  B) ARMAX C) MARMAX  D) RAMAX 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  ___________modelling is possible only in those rare occasions where sufficient knowledge exists 

about the detailed functional properties of the system, 
 
12.  In noise /interference  reduction  the most common approach is _____________in the frequency 

bands where  SNR is low. 
 
13.  The validation of MDV and VEN  models is preferred initially  through the normalized mean square 

error of the _______________prediction for the testing dataset. 
 
14.  Expand ARMAX________________ 
 
15.  SNR of the output signal depends on the _______________ value. 
 
16.  Linearity of the system implies obeys the ________________principle. 
 
17.  The _____________ between the parametric and nonparametric approach is modular approach. 
 
18.  The _______________approach uses generic model as artificial neural network to represent 

input-output nonlinear in discrete time. 
 
19.  The ______________range is selected based on operating  range. 
 
20.  The term _______________derives from the free parameter status of the coefficient of the model 

equation that must be estimated from data. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The model estimation task employs _______methods suitable for the specific characteristics 
             [ ] 

A) inconsistent  B) consistent C) mathematical  D) estimation 
 
2.  The equivalent nonparametric model for the Riccati equation corresponds to an ________order 

Volterra series.          [ ] 
A) infinite B) finite  C) tenth  D) second 

 
3.  Glucose–Insulin Minimal Model is a good  example of a ________model for this nonlinear dynamic 

interrelationship          [ ] 
A) weiner B) nonparametric C) kernel  D) parametric 

 
4.  The degree of the best _______fit determines the nonlinear order of the required volterra model 

provided the diagonal kernel values are not zero      [ ] 
A)  diagonal  B) binomial  C) polynomial  D) trigonometric 

 
5.  The _______of the first order and second order volterra kernels can be made either in  the time 

domain or in frequency domain        [ ] 
A) interpretation  B) data  C) parameter   D) input 

 
6.  _______feedback is an essential functional component of many physiological systems used to 

achieve hemostatsis through auto regulation       [ ] 
A) linear  B) static  C) Nonlinear  D) dynamic 

 
7.  In the linear dynamic system the discrete time  parametric model takes the form of an _______model 
             [ ] 

A) NARMAX  B) ARMAX C) MARMAX  D) RAMAX 
 
8.  An _______model is a formidable task, because of the functional complexity of physiological 

systems           [ ] 
A) ideal     B) volterra        C) practical  D) weiner 

 
9.  The ______model is obtained mathematical expression using input, output data and other data about 

system            [ ] 
A) nonparametric B) parametric   C) mathematical  D) volterra 

 
10.  The model ______is generally more challenging and the critical step to successful modelling. It u
 tilizes all prior knowledge and information regarding the system under study  [ ] 

A) unspecified task B) specification task C)  mathematical  D)convolution 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Expand ARMAX________________ 
 
12.  SNR of the output signal depends on the _______________ value. 
 
13.  Linearity of the system implies obeys the ________________principle. 
 
14.  The _____________ between the parametric and nonparametric approach is modular approach. 
 
15.  The _______________approach uses generic model as artificial neural network to represent 

input-output nonlinear in discrete time. 
 
16.  The ______________range is selected based on operating  range. 
 
17.  The term _______________derives from the free parameter status of the coefficient of the model 

equation that must be estimated from data. 
 
18.  ___________modelling is possible only in those rare occasions where sufficient knowledge exists 

about the detailed functional properties of the system, 
 
19.  In noise /interference  reduction  the most common approach is _____________in the frequency 

bands where  SNR is low. 
 
20.  The validation of MDV and VEN  models is preferred initially  through the normalized mean square 

error of the _______________prediction for the testing dataset. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Glucose–Insulin Minimal Model is a good  example of a ________model for this nonlinear dynamic 

interrelationship          [ ] 
A) weiner B) nonparametric C) kernel  D) parametric 

 
2.  The degree of the best _______fit determines the nonlinear order of the required volterra model 

provided the diagonal kernel values are not zero      [ ] 
A)  diagonal  B) binomial  C) polynomial  D) trigonometric 

 
3.  The _______of the first order and second order volterra kernels can be made either in  the time 

domain or in frequency domain        [ ] 
A) interpretation  B) data  C) parameter   D) input 

 
4.  _______feedback is an essential functional component of many physiological systems used to 

achieve hemostatsis through auto regulation       [ ] 
A) linear  B) static  C) Nonlinear  D) dynamic 

 
5.  In the linear dynamic system the discrete time  parametric model takes the form of an _______model 
             [ ] 

A) NARMAX  B) ARMAX C) MARMAX  D) RAMAX 
 

6.  An _______model is a formidable task, because of the functional complexity of physiological 
systems           [ ] 
A) ideal     B) volterra        C) practical  D) weiner 

 
7.  The ______model is obtained mathematical expression using input, output data and other data about 

system            [ ] 
A) nonparametric B) parametric   C) mathematical  D) volterra 

 
8.  The model ______is generally more challenging and the critical step to successful modelling. It u
 tilizes all prior knowledge and information regarding the system under study  [ ] 

A) unspecified task B) specification task C)  mathematical  D)convolution 
 
9.  The model estimation task employs _______methods suitable for the specific characteristics 
             [ ] 

A) inconsistent  B) consistent C) mathematical  D) estimation 
 
10.  The equivalent nonparametric model for the Riccati equation corresponds to an ________order 

Volterra series.          [ ] 
A) infinite B) finite  C) tenth  D) second 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Linearity of the system implies obeys the ________________principle. 
 
12.  The _____________ between the parametric and nonparametric approach is modular approach. 
 
13.  The _______________approach uses generic model as artificial neural network to represent 

input-output nonlinear in discrete time. 
 
14.  The ______________range is selected based on operating  range. 
 
15.  The term _______________derives from the free parameter status of the coefficient of the model 

equation that must be estimated from data. 
 
16.  ___________modelling is possible only in those rare occasions where sufficient knowledge exists 

about the detailed functional properties of the system, 
 
17.  In noise /interference  reduction  the most common approach is _____________in the frequency 

bands where  SNR is low. 
 
18.  The validation of MDV and VEN  models is preferred initially  through the normalized mean square 

error of the _______________prediction for the testing dataset. 
 
19.  Expand ARMAX________________ 
 
20.  SNR of the output signal depends on the _______________ value. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The _______of the first order and second order volterra kernels can be made either in  the time 

domain or in frequency domain        [ ] 
A) interpretation  B) data  C) parameter   D) input 

 
2.  _______feedback is an essential functional component of many physiological systems used to 

achieve hemostatsis through auto regulation       [ ] 
A) linear  B) static  C) Nonlinear  D) dynamic 

 
3.  In the linear dynamic system the discrete time  parametric model takes the form of an _______model 
             [ ] 

A) NARMAX  B) ARMAX C) MARMAX  D) RAMAX 
 

4.  An _______model is a formidable task, because of the functional complexity of physiological 
systems           [ ] 
A) ideal     B) volterra        C) practical  D) weiner 

 
5.  The ______model is obtained mathematical expression using input, output data and other data about 

system            [ ] 
A) nonparametric B) parametric   C) mathematical  D) volterra 

 
6.  The model ______is generally more challenging and the critical step to successful modelling. It u
 tilizes all prior knowledge and information regarding the system under study  [ ] 

A) unspecified task B) specification task C)  mathematical  D)convolution 
 
7.  The model estimation task employs _______methods suitable for the specific characteristics 
             [ ] 

A) inconsistent  B) consistent C) mathematical  D) estimation 
 
8.  The equivalent nonparametric model for the Riccati equation corresponds to an ________order 

Volterra series.          [ ] 
A) infinite B) finite  C) tenth  D) second 

 
9.  Glucose–Insulin Minimal Model is a good  example of a ________model for this nonlinear dynamic 

interrelationship          [ ] 
A) weiner B) nonparametric C) kernel  D) parametric 

 
10.  The degree of the best _______fit determines the nonlinear order of the required volterra model 

provided the diagonal kernel values are not zero      [ ] 
A)  diagonal  B) binomial  C) polynomial  D) trigonometric 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  The _______________approach uses generic model as artificial neural network to represent 

input-output nonlinear in discrete time. 
 
12.  The ______________range is selected based on operating  range. 
 
13.  The term _______________derives from the free parameter status of the coefficient of the model 

equation that must be estimated from data. 
 
14.  ___________modelling is possible only in those rare occasions where sufficient knowledge exists 

about the detailed functional properties of the system, 
 
15.  In noise /interference  reduction  the most common approach is _____________in the frequency 

bands where  SNR is low. 
 
16.  The validation of MDV and VEN  models is preferred initially  through the normalized mean square 

error of the _______________prediction for the testing dataset. 
 
17.  Expand ARMAX________________ 
 
18.  SNR of the output signal depends on the _______________ value. 
 
19.  Linearity of the system implies obeys the ________________principle. 
 
20.  The _____________ between the parametric and nonparametric approach is modular approach. 
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